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Flatter me, and I may not believe
you. Criticize me, and I may not
like you. Ignore me, and I may not
forgive you. Encourage me, and
I will not forget you. Love me and I
may be forced to love you.
~William Arthur Ward

The International Association of Peer Supporters (iNAPS) is an all-volunteer charitable
organization 501(c)(3) that promotes peer workforce development. We print a monthly
newsletter, provide informal tech support, and host an annual conference. By joining iNAPS,
you can receive “hardcopy” newsletters by mail, discounts on the annual peer support
conference registration fee, and the good feeling that comes with knowing you are helping
others. Membership dues are used to ensure regular communication with more than 3,500
peer supporters across the U.S. and others in other countries.
iNAPS projects for 2015 include the identification and description of core competencies
and creation of a code of ethics. iNAPS will also continue its series of free webinars, which some
peer supporters are able to use for continuing education credits (check with your state
certification entity to see if these webinars qualify for continuing education).
See the last page of this newsletter for an iNAPS membership form, or access it online at:
http://inaops.org/join-us

Although many details have yet to be finalized, planning continues for the 9th Annual National
Peer Support Conference. Here is what we know:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The conference will most likely be held in San Antonio, Texas.
There are no scholarship funds available at this time through iNAPS.
The conference will be held in August, 2015 (we are working to avoid conflicting with
the WRAP Around the World in DC event on August 24-26).
The Call for Workshops will be issued in March.
Watch this newsletter and the website (www.inaops.org) for details.
The conference will be a two-day format.
Pre and/or post-conference institutes are possible.
We will be especially interested in workshops/keynotes that address advocacy issues.
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The following recorded iNAPS/Optum webinars are available:
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

April’s Webinar: Guided Tour of the iNAPS Recovery to Practice training for experienced
peer supporters http://youtu.be/I4OymMprBQY
May’s Webinar: Self-Disclosure for Peer Support providers and other disciplines.
http://youtu.be/sWRpMGRG6NU
June’s Webinar: Stress: The Deadly Plague (applicable to all professions).
http://youtu.be/sLfGl0T1X_Y
July Webinar: Recovery to Practice Six Professional Disciplines give Updates on their
Recovery curricula. http://www.dsgonline.com/RTP/webinars/7.28.2014.html
August Webinar: The Workplace Bully – Who and You and What to Do.
http://youtu.be/0O0hClC1YFA
September Webinar: Emerging Roles in Peer Support: Supporting Employment and
Educational Recovery. http://youtu.be/wdVyi4rBLc0
No Webinar in October. We were enjoying the 2014 National Conference.
November Webinar: Build Your Resume: Strategies for Getting, Keeping and Advancing
Employment. http://youtu.be/RYZ1OgcLTpU
December Webinar: Peer Support in the VHA. http://youtu.be/sm7gVir3DA0
January Webinar: Compassion Fatigue. http://youtu.be/08MXhJ3yrxs

To access the links and presentation slides and other information from these and other past
webinars, visit the webinar page on our site: http://inaops.org/free-webinars-past.
Thank you David Barker and CreateUs Media (www.createusmedia.com) for recording these
sessions!

Once again, thank you Peter Ashenden and Optum™ for your continued
support of this webinar series. Without your generous donation of time
and technology, we could not offer these webinars free of charge.
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Howard Diamond
What is Valentine's Day? It is celebrated in many countries around the world, but it is
not an actual holiday in most of them. Every year on February 14 we spend a lot of dollars for
the day which in turn makes big money maker for the card, flower and candy companies. In the
scheme of things, it is nothing but just one (1) of three hundred sixty five (365) or (366). For me
and my significant other (Maureen) it is JUST, February 14.
People talk about love and everyone has the own interpretation of what it means to
them. Of course, I love Maureen and in fact, I am in love with her. When it comes to Valentine's
Day, it is nothing special. She always says, "You're not only supposed to love one another
specially only on Valentine's Day, but every day of the year".

Many people in the mental health system have problems with dating, commitment and
relationships and love. There can be a lot of hard work to find someone that has the some of
the same interests. When you find that person, do you want to date and do you have the
money to do something together? Then at that point, there comes that anxiety, OCD,
depression and/or that voice telling you negative thoughts. Start using those techniques that
help you get through. Ultimately, am I just afraid he/she will say, NO! Believe in one self and try
harder. Find common ground, be friends first, start small and build up to that date. Time is on
your side and go step by step. Relax, relax, relax.
In my case, it took me almost two months to build up to ask Maureen for a date. Yes, I
was afraid and really scared of rejection. Fortunately, she said yes and the rest is our story. A
few months later, we fell in love and the rest is history. Now, for over ten years, we have been
together, we have our struggles and arguments, but at the end of the day, we are love. That is
every day, not just Valentine's Day. See you in the newsletter. Howard Diamond, Peer from
Long Island, NY
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Featured Article
Stages of Change and Peer Support:
A Counter-Productive Combination
Steve Harrington
Stages of change models have benefits as theoretical models but these stages have no
place in peer support. Trainers of peer supporters and curriculum developers who use or
disseminate these stages do a disservice to the peer support profession. Moreover, use of these
stages by peer supporters can be detrimental to those they support.
The most commonly used stages of change model was developed in the 1980s by James
Prochaska and Carlo DiClemente and form the basis for the Transtheoretical Model, which is an
intentional behavioral change approach. There are six stages in this model and people must
accomplish certain tasks to move from one stage to another as they move forward in their
recoveries.
The Prochaska and DeClemente stages of change model can be briefly described as1:

(Continued on next page)

1

Image source: www.cancernetwork.com
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Article: Stages of Change and Peer Support
(Continued from previous page)
1. Precontemplation - No change is intended in the near future (next six months).
2. Contemplation - Change is intended within the next six months and aware of the
benefits and disadvantages of changing.
3. Preparation - Change is intended in the immediate future and have a plan of
action.
4. Action - Specific change in behavior made within the last six months.
5. Maintenance - Taking measures to continue a changed behavior/lifestyle to
avoid relapse. This stage can last six months to five years.
6. Termination - Despite life challenges, not tempted to revert to old behaviors as a
means of coping.
Since these six stages were developed, researchers have added one or two additional
stages. One researcher has identified 22 stages. Change models have spawned an industry of
DVDs, books, specialized clinics, etc. Thus, when we discuss stages of change, we must be
specific about which specific model is being considered. For the purposes of this article, we
refer to the six-stage change model but comments apply to all such stage-of-change models.
Stages-of-change models have deep roots in the addictions field but are sometimes
used by those working in psychiatric settings. Regardless of the setting, we believe these stages
of change models have no place in the training or practice of peer support.
When these models are used, peer support practices become clinical and potentially
destructive to the peer-peer supporter relationship. Some say--and with good reasons--that
when used by peer supporters, these change models can actually dissuade peers from engaging
in a recovery journey.
A major issue with using these models is the need to judge—or pigeonhole—the person
supported. It is wholly inappropriate for peer supporters to gather information from a peer for
the purpose of evaluating their recovery journey. If a peer supporter is to “meet people where
they are,” the process of questioning peers for the purpose of placing them in a stage of change
is less humanistic and authentic than desired for peer support.
When peer supporters use these models to judge or evaluate others, a power
differential is created with a great propensity to
oppress those we seek to support. In this way, we are
neither peers nor supporters. Instead, we become coopted and part of a system that all too often has
caused more damage than benefit.
(Continued on next page)
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Article: Stages of Change and Peer Support
(Continued from previous page)

“But how are peer supporters going to help someone if they don’t know where they are
in their recovery journey? How else can they find out?” asked a purported peer support expert
from the addictions field during a curriculum development meeting.
“You ask them,” I responded.
“Not good enough. Peer supporters need the stages of change and then a script so after
they determine the stage a person is in, they can respond,” she replied.
“Do you want robots or caring, compassionate people as peer supporters from this
curriculum?” I asked.
“Robots who follow the script. Peer supporters aren’t
competent or capable otherwise,” she replied.
Indeed, stages-of-change models offer a simplified
framework and script for people in mental health and/or
addiction treatment services to follow. But people are not so
simple. If there were a formula for supporting people as unique
individuals, there would be little need for training and
supervision. There is no real way to create a script for
authenticity, creativity, flexibility and empathy. If it is scripted,
it really isn’t peer support.
A second issue is the number of stages-of-change models.
There are at least dozens and each, according to their
developers, is supported by scientific research.
Yet another issue is the dynamic nature of the human experience. An individual may
meet with a service or support provider who assesses the person to be in one stage and in a
flash the person shifts to another stage. Regardless of the chosen model, the human experience
of change is not linear. One may move through a change process in a relatively short time while
another, attempting the very same change could shift back and forth for prolonged periods of
time. Each person’s experience of change is unique to that person.

(Continued on next page)
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Article: Stages of Change and Peer Support
(Continued from previous page)

When implemented, stages-of-change models can and do yield amazing and unexpected
results. One mental health service agency linked “clients’” stage of change to social workers’
and case managers’ compensation. When clients moved to more advanced stages (determined
by the clinician) the clinicians received bonuses.
Naturally, people were suddenly advancing rapidly and clinicians were just as suddenly
buying new cars. The policy changed after six months.
Instead of spending our valuable time with
peers judging them in irrelevant ways, let us focus
on authentic relationships. Let us spend our time
and energy empathizing, inspiring hope and
listening. Let us leave the stages-of-change models
to those who see promise in discredited models.
Let us be peers who truly support others.

One mental health service agency
linked “clients’” stage to social
workers’ and case managers’
compensation. When clients
moved to more advanced stages
(determined by the clinician) the
clinicians received bonuses.

Disclaimer: This article reflects the opinion of the author and is not an official position
of the International Association of Peer Supporters. Other perspectives are invited.

Editor’s Note:
Steve’s article refers to Stages of Change models such as the
Transtheoretical Model (TTM), which has been used as part of (and is
sometimes mistaken for) the practice of Motivational Interviewing (MI).
In the article, Ten Things Motivational Interviewing is Not2, MI founders, William Miller and
Stephen Rollnick write:
“It also sometimes happens that an innovation is altered so
fundamentally that it no longer resembles, or is even contradictory
to its pristine form. The confrontational, authoritarian and coercive

(Continued on next page)
2

Miller, W. & Rollnick, S. (2009). Ten Things Motivational Interviewing is Not. Behavioural and Cognitive Psychotherapy, 2009, 37, 129-140. UK.
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Editor’s Note on the article Stages of Change and Peer Support
(Continued from previous page)
forms of addiction treatment described as “disease model” and
“12-step” in the late 20th century were quite at variance with
original descriptions of the program of Alcoholics Anonymous.
At some point, such a reinvention no longer contains and may
even violate the spirit and elements that defined the original
approach. This does not necessarily mean that the reinvention is
ineffective; merely that it has become something different (Miller
and Rollnick, 2009).3”

Miller and Rollnick go on to explain MI and TTM both gained popularity in the 1980s. Clinicians
seeking ways to motivate people to change used both TTM and MI in their clinical practices, so
the model (TTM) and the practice (MI) became associated with each other over time. Miller and
Rollnick point out, however, that the practice of MI was never based on the TTM and the spirit
of MI does not depend on assessing or assigning people to a stage of change. In the second
edition of their book Motivational Interviewing, Miller and Rollnick intentionally removed all
reference to TTM in the front (authored) half of the book because of the extent to which the
two were being confused.
A Call for a Return to Peer Support Values – The National Practice Guidelines for Peer
Supporters
As peer support services are woven into clinical and other services provided by behavioral
health organizations, peer support providers may unknowingly drift toward becoming coopted,
that is, “adopting the values, attributes, and style of personal interaction associated with
professionally credentialed staff members and traditional treatments”.4
There are many different types of practices and attitudes found in behavioral health settings
that can lead peer support providers to drift away from the core values and practice guidelines
of peer support. As Steve pointed out in his article, Stages of Change is one example of a
practice that may seem helpful, but in fact is contrary to the practice of peer support. This
example can offer us an opportunity to review and reflect on the National Practice Guidelines.
Does your peer support practice reflect the spirit and intent of these values and guidelines?
http://inaops.org/national-standards

3
4

Miller, W. & Rollnick, S. (2009). Ten Things Motivational Interviewing is Not. Behavioural and Cognitive Psychotherapy, 2009, 37, 129-140. UK.
Alberta, A. & Ploski, R. (2014). Cooptation of Peer Support Staff: Quantitative Evidence. Rehabilitation Process and Outcome.
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Stay informed by subscribing to The Key Update, a publication of the National Mental Health
Consumers’ Self-Help Clearinghouse.
Topics this month include:
• Responses to Controversial JAMA Piece Calling for Return to Asylums
• STAR Center Self-Care is Primary Care Webinar with Pat Deegan (recording available)
• Deadline to submit application for ACMHA Peer Leadership Interest Group
• SAMHSA to Host Webinar on Motivational Interviewing by Peer Support Providers
• ACMHA to Host Webinar about Toolkit on Increasing the Role of Peer Support in
Behavioral Health
• Webinar on Creating Trauma Informed Programs, Organizations, and Systems
• Mindfulness Treatment Works as Well as CBT
• Webinar Will Explore Barriers and Solutions to Helping Youth Find Employment
• New MHA Report Ranks States Mental Health Status and Access to Care
• Scattergood Foundation Solicits Applications for Third Annual Innovation Award
• Updated Employer Guide to the Mental Health Parity Act is Available for Free Download
• New Article on Peer Career Development is Available for Free Download
• You Can Write Your Way to Happiness, Studies Show
• Next National TA and Networking Teleconference is Monday, February 23 at 1:00 PM
• Consumer-Driven Services Directory
For more on any of these headlines, access the current issue of the Key Update:
http://www.mhselfhelp.org/the-key-update-latest

Communicating with members and interested people and organizations is a priority for
iNAPS. But those efforts can be expensive. Optum Behavioral Health Solutions (Optum™) has
earmarked a donation to help iNAPS with these costs. Optum has supported iNAPS through
conference sponsorships and allows iNAPS to offer free webinars through Optum’s webinar
technology. “We hope other organizations continue to support iNAPS by following Optum’s
example,” said Steve Harrington, iNAPS’ Executive Director.
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In addition to the 2015 National Peer Specialist Conference in San Antonio we are offering a list
of other conferences so you can see at a glance other opportunities for ongoing education,
networking, advocacy and support that are being offered at the national level. Each group has
much to offer peer supporters and we are listing them in chronological order. (We apologize if
we’ve missed your group.)

ACHMA Summit 2015
The College for Behavioral Health Leadership
https://www.acmha.org/summit
March 24 - 26, 2015
St. Louis, MO
Annual Executive Seminar (hosted by NYAPRS)
Healthcare Reform – What Lies Ahead
http://www.nyaprs.org/conferences/executiveseminars/index.cfm
April 14-15, 2015
Albany, New York
The American Occupational Therapy
Association, Inc.
95th Annual Conference and Expo
http://www.aota.org/ConferenceEvents/Annual-Conference.aspx
April 16-19, 2015
Nashville, TN
National Council on Behavioral Health
NATCON 2015
http://www.thenationalcouncil.org/eventsand-training/conference/
April 20-22, 2015
Orlando, FL
American Psychiatric Association, 168th Annual
Meeting
http://www.psychiatry.org
May 16-20, 2015
Toronto, CA

Mental Health America: 2015 Annual Conference
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/annualconference
June 3-5, 2015
Alexandria, VA (Hilton Mark Center)
Recovery Workforce Summit: 2015 Annual Conference
Psychiatric Rehabilitation Association (PRA)
www.uspra.com
June 1-4, 2015
Philadelphia, PA
NAMI National Convention: Embrace the Future
http://www.nami.org
July 6-9, 2015
San Francisco, CA
American Psychological Association
http://www.apa.org/convention
2015 Convention
August 6-9, 2015
Toronto, CA
NARPA 2015 Annual Rights Conference
http://www.narpa.org
August 20 - 23, 2015
Washington DC - Convention Center
WRAP AROUND THE WORLD IN DC
Copeland Center for Wellness and Recovery
www.copelandcenter.org
August 24 -26
Washington, DC

(Continued on next page)
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(National Conferences - Continued from previous page)
APNA 29th Annual Conference
American Psychiatric Nursing Association
http://www.apna.org
October 28-31, 2015
Lake Buena Vista, FL
ALTERNATIVES 2015
PEERLINK Technical Assistance Center
DATE/LOCATION TBA
(Funding Uncertain)
Check this site for more details as they become
available: http://www.peerlinktac.org/

iNAPS: 2015 National Peer Supporter
Conference
International Association of Peer Supporters
www.inaops.org
DATE TO BE ANNOUNCED SHORTLY
Call for Workshops in March
San Antonio, TX

Would you like more than 3,500 peer supporters to see your message of sponsorship? Contact
steve@naops.org for suggested donations and more information.

How can you tell if an organization is providing “true” peer support services?
The U.S. Department of Veteran Affairs (VA) has begun development of a “fidelity
measurement” process to help determine whether peer services are provided in ways proven
to be effective. The effort is expected to involve survey instruments, interviews, site visits and
other methods of gathering information.
Developing ways to evaluate the implementation of peer support in an organization is
not quickly accomplished and may take as long as two years to develop, according to Matthew
Chinman, Ph.D. who works for the VA in Pittsburgh and the Rand Corporation. Chinman, a
highly respected researcher who has focused on peer support issues, has assembled a team
that includes other highly regarded researchers.
“What I found especially gratifying about this project is a comprehensive development
method and inclusion of peers,” says Steve Harrington, Executive Director of iNAPS. “There are
a number of people outside the profession involved but it is obvious they understand and
respect peer support. Such allies are important in the development of the peer workforce.”
The project enjoys the advocacy of Dan O’Brien-Mazza, National Director of Peer
Support for the VA. “Dan has long been a strong supporter of iNAPS and the profession,”
Harrington said. Harrington is part of the project’s advisory group.
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•

A Global Peer Support Charter is nearing completion. The charter will describe peer
support and state why it is important as part of services for psychiatric disorders. The
project is co-led by Anthony Stratford, an executive with MindAustralia in Melbourne and
Larry Davidson of Yale University. Throughout the one-year development process, input
from peer supporters around the world has been sought and incorporated. In addition to
representatives from the U.S., the project has enjoyed representation from Canada,
Uganda, the United Kingdom, Indonesia and other countries. After the charter receives final
approval from the informal group, it will be published internationally with the goal of
spreading peer support in more countries around the world.

•

Ways of using peer support to enhance employment is the focus of a project undertaken by
Boston University’s Center for Psychiatric Rehabilitation. The Center has enlisted peer
support experts from across the U.S. to provide input and review materials and processes.
An online component is expected to result from the five-year initiative.

•

A new toolkit for implementing peer services programs has been developed by a team of
peers from ACMHA: The College of Behavioral Health Leadership. The toolkit is designed to
help effectively implement peer services for both mental health and addictions. More
information about the toolkit, including a free download of the toolkit, is available by
visiting: www.acmha.org. The organization is sponsoring a summit entitled Healthy
Behavior: Literacy and Activation the Gateway to the Future of Health, March 24-26 in St.
Louis, MO. Information about that event can also be found on the organization’s website. A
webinar about the Toolkit will be held on February 4, at 2:00 PM Eastern. To register:
https://attendee.gotowebinar.com/register/6153706360402326274

•

In a new book about addictions, author Johann Hari describes the value of social
relationships and how the lack of such relationships has a profound effect on substance
abuse. Hari writes: This isn't only relevant to the addicts I love. It is relevant to all of us,
because it forces us to think differently about ourselves. Human beings are bonding animals.
We need to connect and love. The wisest sentence of the twentieth century was E.M.
Forster's -- "only connect." But we have created an environment and a culture that cut us off
from connection, or offer only the parody of it offered by the Internet. The rise of addiction is
a symptom of a deeper sickness in the way we live -- constantly directing our gaze towards
the next shiny object we should buy, rather than the human beings all around us.
The story of Johann Hari's journey can be read in Chasing the Scream: The First and Last
Days of the War on Drugs, published by Bloomsbury. You can buy it at bookstores and read
more at www.chasingthescream.com.
Ed Note: A recent blog posting by Hari has ignited much discussion and debate. For the original article, go to:
http://www.huffingtonpost.com/johann-hari/the-real-cause-of-addicti_b_6506936.html
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Membership Form
International Association of Peer Supporters
(iNAPS) A non-profit organization (www.inaops.org)
The International Association of Peer Supporters (formerly the National
Association of Peer Specialists) welcomes all who support peer support
in healthcare. We promote the use of peer support in a variety of settings, including but not
limited to mental health and addictions. Members receive a certificate, e-mail newsletter, and
registration fee discounts for the annual national peer support conference.
Join our ranks to be informed, involved and bring peer support to those who need it most!

To join, simply complete the following information form. The cost of membership is $25
annually. If you do not have an e-mail address or would like to receive your quarterly
newsletter in hard copy form, please check the box.

Please Print Clearly!
Name_________________________________________________________________
Address_______________________________________________________________
City______________________________________ State________ Zip_____________
E-Mail ________________________________________________________________
Amount Enclosed: $______________

I’d like to make a donation to help those who cannot afford membership $________
(Donations are tax-deductible for most people. Check with your tax expert.)
Please mail me a “hard copy” print version of the newsletter.

Please mail completed form to:
iNAPS
P.O. Box 67
Trufant, MI 49347
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